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Foreword  

Foreword by Editors  
 

This student gallery of Massey 

University urban design projects is 
the first publication of its kind and 
provides an opportunity to recognise 
and summarise the work of the 
2011 and 2013 Urban Planning and 
Design classes. 
 

Massey University’s Urban Planning and Design paper is offered as a fourth year paper 
at the Palmerston North campus and is fundamental in developing design skills for fu-
ture Resource and Environmental Planners. This paper teaches how to transform the 
built environment – individual buildings, neighbourhood centres, suburbs, CBD and 
entire city, into liveable and sustainable area by using community-led innovative design 
techniques. Future planners need design skills that embed the needs of communities, 
local materials and the natural environment to fully understanding the nature of local 
problems.  
 
While this compilation contains just a selection of work undertaken by undergraduates, 
it represents the creative and vibrant ideas of Massey students; many thanks to those 
who exhibited their ideas, presented and contributed to this publication. As a paper 
coordinator, Imran has provided guidance to students, but it was the enthusiasm of both 
students and their teacher for  placemaking which generates ‘outside the box’ solutions. 
Each student used several creative tools to design great urban spaces, free hand 
sketches, Photoshop and Google sketch up being the most popular.  
  
We thank you for instigating and supporting this design gallery and hope that the inspi-
ration shown in this gallery will continue into future publications.  
 
We hope you enjoy the students’ work.  
 
Muhammad Imran  
 
Ashleigh Pearce 

Foreword by Planning Programme Co-ordinator  
  

Planning is about making better places. A core part of Massey 

University’s Bachelor of Resource and Environmental Planning 
(BRP) curriculum is urban planning and design. Fieldtrips and 
real-world project work feature strongly in this and other parts of 
the BRP curriculum.  
 
This gallery book presents the work of final year BRP students 
carried out in 132.414 Urban Planning & Design course in 2011 
and 2013. Taught by urban design expert Dr Imran Muhammad, 
students worked in small groups to carry out their analysis and develop their design pro-
posals. The group’s presented their design proposals to an invited audience and pro-
duced a portfolio. Their work required them to apply best practice principles – in particu-
lar, through highlighting the importance of connecting physical and cultural dimensions, 
enhancing natural and built heritage, and integrating land-use and transport. The results 
are innovative and sometimes challenge traditional ways of thinking.  
 
Many of the designs are outstanding, and collectively they offer much enrich the place-
making initiatives and urban design practice, not just in Palmerston North, but in other 
communities where neighbourhood centres need revitalisation. 
 
I congratulate the students and, in particular Dr Imran Muhammad, for the quality of the 
work for the 132.414 projects. Thanks to Ashleigh Pearce and Dr Muhammad for produc-
ing this gallery book which allows the students’ skills and vision to be more widely 
shared, and in turn inspire others to study planning and promote good urban design. 
 
Associate Professor Christine Cheyne, Programme Co-ordinator 
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Foreword  

Foreword by Head of School of People, Environ-
ment and Planning (PEP)  
  

It is very pleasing to see the fruits of the labours of so 

many students and of their lecturer Dr Imran Muham-
mad presented in this publication.  The individual pro-
ject work is clearly of a very high level. Creativity and 
research-led analysis has been brought to bear on the 
challenge of designing sustainable and liveable suburbs and neighbourhoods in 
Palmerston North. The specific solutions that have been devised also provide exem-
plars of best practice for other contexts. Sitting behind these projects is a pedagogi-
cal philosophy and infrastructure (of people and tools) that is an example of a teach-
ing and learning environment of the highest order. Dr Muhammad is to be congratu-
lated for providing a challenging, enjoyable and relevant assessment exercise that 
deepens the student experience of learning. And the students are to be applauded 
for entering into the projects with such enthusiasm and rigorous attention to detail. 
 
Programmes in the School of PEP address challenging questions such as: How 
should we live together? How do we shape the natural, built and social environ-
ments that we live in? How do these environments shape us? Can we do better? 
The Bachelor of Resource and Environmental Planning (BRP) takes these questions 
in a practical and applied direction through projects like the ones highlighted here. 
Students enrolled in the BRP are provided with the theoretical, analytical, policy and 
practical skills required to make a difference in the world of work that they will enter. 
These general attributes have found one form of expression through the project 
work included here. I hope you will enjoy reading about these design visions for 
living in neighbourhoods as much as I did. 
 
Dr Allanah Ryan  
Head of School  

Foreword by City Planner (Urban Design), Palmerston North City Council   
 

Congratulations to the 2011 and 2013 classes of 132.414 

Urban Planning and Design on their impressive suburban centre 
projects. Imran and Ashleigh have done a fantastic job compiling 
the various projects within the first Student Gallery.  The individu-
al projects and Student Gallery are evidence that the Urban 
Planning and Design paper has been a very successful addition 
to the Resource and Environmental Planning Programme at 
Massey University.  
 
Planners are increasingly being asked to act as the connectors 
and brokers of placemaking. It is important that planners stretch out beyond the 
bounds of the statutory confines of the Resource Management Act 1991 to influ-
ence the overall quality of the rural areas, towns and cities they are working within. 
The 132.414 projects and Student Gallery are an excellent example of planning 
students operating in this fashion. The visual representations are of a very high 
quality.  
 
I appreciated the opportunity for the PNCC planning team to assist with the projects 
and look forward to continuing the relationship between PNCC and the Massey 
Planning Programme in the future.  

 
David Murphy  
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Introduction 

Massey University planning students have come up with 

creative and fresh designs to revitalise Palmerston North 
neighbourhood centres. Fourth-year students worked in 
groups of four or five to develop a master plan based on 
data collected and skills developed in the Urban Design 
Studio. Detailed three dimensional Master plans include 
sketches or artist’s impressions of design ideas for their 
chosen neighbourhood centre  
  
The design projects applied Danish Urban Designer Pro-
fessor Jan Gehl’s methodology of studying public spaces 
and used drivers and sub-drivers of the Palmerston North 
City Council’s (PNCC) Urban Design Strategy to develop a 
master plan for selected neighbourhood centre. The Mas-
ter Plans you see in the following pages included social, 
economic and environmental sustainability in their design. 
  

Ten neighbourhood centres were selected in consultation 
with the PNCC urban design team, which has a clear vi-
sion concerning which centres need revitalisation in the 
near future. 
  
Each group began by visiting the neighbourhood centre to 
develop an inventory of the shops, activities, architecture 
and streetscape, and explored its history to understand 
why the place is the way it is. 
  
Student design proposals are fresh and original, and are 
based on the eight steps discussed on the following pages. 
The design proposals applied learning from the academic 
literature and best practice case studies and more im-
portantly local community feedback.   
  
The students’ designs covered traffic calming measures, 
green transport infrastructure such as cycle parking and 
bus shelters, social infrastructure including libraries, com-

munity centres and informal spaces, and ways to improve 
identity and recognise the diversity of the communities. 
  
Two themes that appeared in all ten of the neighbourhood 
projects concerned the challenges of turning a centre into 
a destination, and the challenge of transforming a vehicle-
dominated environment into a pedestrian-friendly one.  
 
This project offered an excellent opportunity to engage 
planning students in a meaningful learning experience and 
at the same time raise awareness about design issues 
within the Palmerston North community itself. 
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8-steps project 

  

  

1. Site visits - for developing an inventory of land uses  

2. Selection of drivers and sub-drivers- related to the selected neighbourhood centre   

3. Fieldwork - to best practice case studies in Wellington  
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4. Data collection - 3 hours people (pedestrian and cyclist counts) and activities survey, 

systematic observation and intercept people’ views in April 2011 and 2013.  

5 & 6. Design-led analysis and a Master Plan   

7 & 8. Presentations and dissemination  
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Fieldtrip 

As part of developing place making 

skills as young planners the 132.414 
students spent a day observing best 
practice in neighbourhood centres in a 
variety of Wellington suburbs. This 
fieldtrip illustrated best practice urban 
design techniques that contribute to 
vibrant and diverse inner city environ-
ments. 
 
Suburban centres in Newtown, Brook-
lyn, Karori, Kelburn, Thorndon and 
Khandallah were the six destinations 
used as placemaking examples. As-
pects observed in these centres in-
cluded architecture, public space, 
neighbourhood identity, curb-side 
factors and streetscape. These Wel-
lington case study examples illustrate 
ways in which urban spaces can be 
revitalised, and were an important 
starting point in assessing our as-
signed Palmerston North neighbour-

hood centres. 

  

  

Kelburn 

Karori 

Brooklyn 
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Wellington best practice suburbs   

  

  

Khandallah 

 
 

Newtown 

Thorndon 
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Awapuni 
 
 

Claire Fell 
Gillian Stanford 
John Harold 
Natalie Webb 
 
 
 
 

Awapuni neighbourhood centre is located 
on the western side of Palmerston North 
city, opposite a large park. The centre 
includes a dairy or convenience shop, a 
fast food takeaway, and a catering busi-
ness.  
  
Observations of the centre show that the 
area lacks vibrancy and amenities, and 
that the park is underutilised because it is 
out of sight.  
 
One word used to describe the neighbour-
hood centre is ‘ugly’. Therefore, a major 
focus of this project was to connect the 
retail block with the park, apply crime pre-
vention through environmental design 
principles to improve safety, and to make 
the centre a vibrant, mixed space and a 

destination for local communities.  
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Design-Led Analysis 

 
 
 

“The dairy design and graffiti on the fences makes 
the area ugly” 
           
              -Local resident 
 
 
Analysis of the Awapuni neighbourhood 
centre indicated that a very low percent-
age of traffic stops in the area. Observa-
tions showed that the park was clearly 
underutilised and felt unsafe, as it was 
enclosed by high corrugated fences. The 
main use of the centre appeared to be 
people making a quick stop at the dairy, 
and then leaving the site.   
 
The retail area itself is very plain and poor-
ly maintained. Its design lacks amenities, 
and the streetscape is bare and portrays 
an unsafe image. Graffiti, bars on the shop 
windows and high corrugated fences give-
off a negative image of the neighbourhood 
centre and the surrounding community. 
 
Based on a strength, weakness, opportu-
nities and threats (SWOT) analysis, this 
project drew on three drivers from the 
PNCC Urban Design Strategy namely 
public realm, diversity and connectivity to 
improve the Awapuni neighbourhood cen-
tre. Ideas from the Wellington fieldtrip 
were also drawn upon to offer opportuni-

ties to create a vibrant streetscape.   
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Master Plan 

 
 
The Master Plan develops the retail area 
and park to make a destination for the local 
community. A café, BMX track and duck 
pond are used to transform the area into 
an attractive and mixed use space.  
 
The park will open onto Rugby Street and 
will be reconnected to the retail area by 
pathways and a pedestrian crossing to 
provide safe connection between the two. 
Replacing the high corrugated iron fences 
with softer see-through bar fencing and low 
hedging increases the visual connections 
to the park, and makes it a more inviting 
space. 
 
The retail area itself will be enhanced by 
adding street furniture such as hanging 
flower baskets, seating, new rubbish bins, 
bike racks and improved lighting. 
 
Also, new medium density housing on the 
north-eastern side of the park will increase 
passive surveillance of the area, contrib-
uting to a sense of safety.  
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Takaro 

 
Ashleigh Pearce 
Danielle Bailey 
Mitchell Hutchings 
Robert Burgoyne 
 

 
The Takaro neighbourhood centre is locat-
ed on the western side of Palmerston 
North city. 
 
This design project sought to revitalise and 
transform the Takaro neighbourhood cen-
tre into an interesting and vibrant green 
space and shopping complex. Central to 
this vision was revitalising the centre into a 
destination, rather than the thoroughfare it 
is currently. Observations of the existing 
site reveal the block of shops and foot 
paths as looking tired and run down. 
Meanwhile, the dominant fencing surround 
the bowls club dissects the space. 
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Design-Led Analysis 

 
 
“The condition of the buildings is good but could use 
some refurbishment, opening up and tidying up” 
   - Local resident 
 
 
The analysis of this neighbourhood centre 
focussed on four main zones: the retailing 
complex, streetscape, a new recreational 
area, and the empty learning institute com-
plex. 
 
The Takaro neighbourhood centre is large-
ly dependent on private vehicles for its 
connections with other areas of Palmer-
ston North. Bus routes in the area do not 
pass through the centre and therefore limit 
access to other areas of the city for local 
residents. 
 
The busiest place in the neighbourhood is 
the bakery. The bakery had customers 
throughout the duration of the field survey. 
This points out the need for another food 
outlet in the area, such as a café that 
would create a linger node for people to 
take their time, sit and relax at the centre. 
 
A variety of urban design drivers and sub 
drivers derived from the PNCC Urban 
Design Strategy have been applied to the 
Takaro centre. These drivers  

have been carefully selected based on 
the strengths, weaknesses, potentials 
and threats to design in the centre and 
will be catalysts for improving the cen-
tre’s urban environment. 
 
In ensuring coherence in design, the 
close connections between residents 
and shop owners were utilised when 
revitalising the neighbourhood to devel-
op agreeable and responsive solutions. 
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Master Plan 

 
 
Tākaro is the Māori word for ‘play’, and 
it is this concept that has driven the 
vision of revitalising this neighbourhood 
centre. There is opportunity to redesign 
the centre to better suit the name Tāka-
ro so that it can be a place where peo-
ple live, work and play. The master plan 
sought to reinvent the underutilised 
cricket pitch into a skate park. This 
would be connected to the rest of the 
neighbourhood hub by a shared places 
intersection that priorities pedestrians. 
 
Revitalisation of the adjacent shops 
incorporates two storey medium density 
housing, an idea adapted from the 
Wellington fieldtrip. The verandas give 
a wide view of the area and park im-
proving safety, as advocated in the 
Crime Prevention through Environmen-
tal Design document. 
 
Meanwhile, a café will be an addition 
that fills a vacant space and provides 
the atmosphere to makes the shops a 
destination to stop and eat. The general 
‘greening of the area also gives the 
centre a soft and inviting feel.  
 
Because the Takaro centre is currently 
a thoroughfare for traffic, vehicle calm-
ing and pedestrian-orientated intersec-
tions are important additions to create a 
people friendly environment. 

 
A shared spaces intersection will 
allow for safer and more communica-
tive driving behaviour. The intersec-
tion prioritises cyclist and pedestrians 
over cars. Meanwhile, traffic calming 
islands are used to slow vehicles 
before the intersection of Botanical 
Road and Featherston Street. 
 
In prioritising pedestrians over cars, 
this design also locates a bus stop in 
front of the shops. This is an im-
portant addition as public transport is 
not effectively provided for in the im-
mediate area surrounding the neigh-
bourhood centre. 

. 
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Cloverlea 
 
Adam Bridgeman 
Astrid Duncan 
Lorena Gledhill 
Tim Wilson 

 
Cloverlea is a small suburb on the north-
western side of Palmerston North city. The 
Cloverlea neighbourhood centre consists 
of a block of retailing shops, located on the 
Tremaine and Botanical Road roundabout. 
The current site caters for a wide range of 
retail activity including an Indian restaurant, 
hairdresser, laundromat, and foursquare 
mini-mart. Adjacent is the Cloverlea Tav-
ern, and a vacant building, previously a 
petrol station has become an eyesore with-
in the centre.  
 
This project aimed to revitalise the physical 
environment, and enhance the walking and 
retailing experience of the Cloverlea neigh-
bourhood centre.  
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Design-Led Analysis 

 

“A cafe would be nice, somewhere to relax without 

having to go all the way into town” 

“Cars and trucks often fly past the roundabout without 

stopping. It’s pretty dangerous” 

   -Local residents  

 

Analysis of the Cloverlea neighbourhood 
centre found that the centre is a car domi-
nated space and does not promote pedes-
trian activity. Contributing to this is the 
Tremaine main arterial route that brings a 
constant flow of fast moving traffic to the 
centre of the neighbourhood hub. Further-
more, there is an abundance of car park-
ing, but a lack in street furniture, seating 
and amenities. 
 
From the PNCC Urban Design Strategy, 
the drivers of public realm, diversity and 
connectivity have been drawn on for this 
project. 
  
Best practice urban design examples from 
the Wellington fieldtrip have also been 
applied to the Cloverlea centre. Examples 
of artwork, seating, amenities, green 
space, lighting and playgrounds were 
drawn on to revitalise the retail block and 
streetscape of the neighbourhood centre.  
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Master Plan 

 

Based on observations, surveys and 
best practice urban design examples, 
redevelopment of the Cloverlea neigh-
bourhood centre focused on the retail / 
shopping complex, the vacant petrol 
station, and part of the Cloverlea Tavern 
car park. 
 
The shopping centre has a renewed 
visual appeal, including a brick work 
sidewalk, vibrant hanging flower bas-
kets, seating, and second story apart-
ments above the shops. 
 
The derelict petrol station is transformed 
into the Cloverlea community centre. 
This includes facilitates such as a li-
brary, a café, public toilets, and a chil-
dren's playground. This encourages the 
centre to be a destination, while enhanc-
ing community cohesion and interaction.  
 
A pedestrian crossing is also installed to 
improve the safety and reconnect the 
community centre with the retail com-

plex.  
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Roslyn 

 
 
Daan Blokker 
Jared Crowley 
Jessica Severinsen 
Teryll Lepper 
 

 
Roslyn is a large suburb located on the 
north-eastern side of Palmerston North 
city. This design project aimed to inject 
vibrancy into the neighbourhood centre. 
 
The current design of the shopping centre 
is dull and uninviting. Walking is poorly 
accommodated in the Roslyn neighbour-
hood centre. The single pedestrian cross-
ing is in a poor location and thus is rarely 
used. People cross the road directly oppo-
site the shopping centre which poses dan-
ger for pedestrians due to the large vol-
ume of fast moving traffic. 
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Design-Led Analysis 

 
 
“There is a need for accessibility and connectivity for 
pedestrians” 
 
       - Local resident 
 
 
Analysis of the Roslyn neighbourhood 
centre focussed on the retailing complex, 
connections to the nearby Roslyn School, 
and traffic considerations. 
 
An underlying theme of the analysis under-
taken at the Roslyn neighbourhood centre 
was the need for better safety. Both traffic 
safety and safety of users using the site at 
night is minimal. 
 
Site observations and surveys indicated 
there was a significant amount of traffic 
passing through Roslyn, with a high per-
centage not stopping at the site. The 
Roslyn Medical Centre is central to the 
neighbourhood centre as the area is other-
wise isolated from city medical services. 
Therefore, safely connecting the medical 
centre with the pharmacy across the busy 
Vogel Street was a vital link. Also, the 
courtyard within the neighbourhood centre 
was a positive attribute that could be en-
hanced by opening up the space and 
providing lighting to make it safer and bet-
ter utilised. 
 
The PNCC Urban Design Strategy drivers 
of public realm, connectivity and character 
were drawn on to revitalise the Roslyn 
centre. Best practice urban design exam-
ples from the Wellington fieldtrip were also 
drawn on to achieve the placemaking 
goals.  
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Master Plan 
 
 

This project sought to transform the Roslyn 
neighbourhood centre into a people and 
pedestrian-friendly space. The reconnec-
tion between the medical centre and phar-
macy on opposite sides of the road was a 
vital part of this project. This required creat-
ing a clear and safe road crossing between 
the two.   
 
A multi purpose street encourages mixed 
use of the road. This involves traffic calm-
ing techniques such as raising the road. 
This forces vehicles to slow down and 
share the space safely with pedestrians.  
The change in road texture and the removal 
of road marking requires drivers to become 
more vigilant and aware of their surround-
ings.  
 
An open plan space also allows for the 
creation of a recreational green space. This 
incorporates planting and seating, creating 
a space to stop, wait or relax. Fewer car 
parks are provided within the centre, putting 
more emphasis on pedestrian than automo-
bile activity.  
 
A skylight glass roof enhances the natural 
lighting to and from the courtyard, contrib-
uting to a sense of safety. Seating and art 
installations are incorporated into the court-
yard, creating a space of social interaction 
and relaxation. 
 
The retailing complex itself will be improved 
by replacing the current façade with schist 
cladding. This is both appealing, and harder 
to vandalise. 
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Cook Street 

 
Callum Inns 
Kevin Morris 
Nicole Marshall 
Sasha Smith 

 

The neighbourhood centre is located at 
the Cook Street and Ferguson Street inter-
section within the West End suburb on the 
south-western side of Palmerston North 
city. 
 
There is a very diverse range of shops and 
services provided within the area, includ-
ing a takeaways shop, minimart/spice 
shop, kungfu school, food centre, collision 
repairs garage, and an Islamic centre.  
 
The diverse nature of the shops and ser-
vices cater for a broad range of commer-
cial, cultural and recreational activities. 
Meanwhile the surrounding residential 
areas also reflect a diverse range of types 
and styles, representing the history of 
Palmerston North.   
 
By drawing on the PNCC Urban Design 
Strategy drivers, this project sought to 
provide for and enhance the diverse cul-
ture of the neighbourhood centre. Diversi-
ty, public realm and connectivity were 
central urban design drivers underlying 
this revitalisation project. 
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Design-Led Analysis 
 
“I like the wide footpaths and the mature trees” 
 
“There is no seating” 
  - Local residents 
 

 

Analysis of the Cook Street neighbour-
hood centre illustrated a diverse range of 
ethnicities using and visiting the site. Spe-
cifically, the area has a high proportion of 
Middle Eastern users due to the Islamic 
Centre located on Cook Street within the 
small complex shared with the food and 
collision repairs garage.  
 
The residents stated that this area be-
comes quite busy on Friday afternoons 
because of the people arriving and depart-
ing prayer at the Islamic Centre.  
 
There is no seating in the neighbourhood 
centre, and it is therefore, a place where 
people quickly grab something at the 
shops and leave. This project drew on 
public realm best practice, and seating 
from the Wellington fieldtrip to contribute 
to making the site a relaxing and inviting 
destination.  
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Master Plan 

 

The Master Plan focuses on 6 key areas of 
the site to revitalise and reconnect the 
Cook Street neighbourhood centre.  
 
Firstly, the Islamic centre, food centre, and 
collision repair garage complex have a 
new coherent design, as well as additional 
planting and an open frontage to the road.  
 
Secondly, the car park next to the Cook 
Street takeaway shop is converted into a 
green space, with a picnic area and play 
ground; this adds vibrancy and friendliness 
into the public realm. 
 
Thirdly, medium density housing with low 
impact design replaces the underutilised 
car park at the rear of the kung fu school. 
The design also incorporates green space 
and a community garden to encourage 
community cohesion.  
 
Fourthly, a café has been established on 
the corner of Cook Street and Ferguson 
Street to encourage people to spend time 
in the area. An open plan café and outdoor 
area provides a linger node and extends 
vibrancy onto the sidewalk.  

Fifthly, the Cook Street roundabout is to be 
newly contrasted with brick, flanked by green 
cycle bays. The roundabout also has a centre 
feature garden, giving it a more distinctive, 
memorable and interesting design.  
 
Lastly, the well-established existing trees in 
the centre of the road will be further enhanced 
by flower beds and gardens at the trunk bases, 
adding colour and vibrancy. 
 
These 6 key areas embrace and promote the 
current character and diversity of the centre, 
and will further enhance its vibrancy and 
streetscape. This master plan provides the 
opportunities to make Cook Street a desti-
nation, rather than a traffic thoroughfare. 
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West End 

 
Hayley Millar  
Marcus Ruddock 
Samuel Fuchs  
Sarah Johansen 
 
 

The West End neighbourhood centre is 
located on the western side of Palmer-
ston North city. It is situated on the 
intersection of Botanical Road and 
College Street, both arterial roads. 
 
The neighbourhood centre consists of a 
vast range of activities in such a con-
fined area. The existing West End 
neighbourhood centre consists of the 
West End Primary School and the West 
End Aquatic Centre on one side of the 
road, and a bakery, hairdresser, dairy 
and takeaways shop on the other. This 
project sought to revitalise this neigh-
bourhood centre by revitalising and 
enhancing the pedestrian and retailing 
experience.  
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Design-Led Analysis 

 

“There needs to be better pavements to improve 

walkability and zebra crossings for pedestrians and 

school children ” 

                     - Local Resident 

 
 
 

Systematic observations of the West End 
neighbourhood centre found that there is a 
very high volume of traffic passing through 
the intersection that dissects the neigh-
bourhood hub. The roading network has 
been designed for private vehicles, as 
there are no pedestrian crossings, and little 
provision for cyclists.  
 
The people that did stop and visit the cen-
tre tended to get what the needed then left 
again. Analysis found that the retail sector 
attracted the most people followed by the 
aquatic centre.  
 
Currently, the neighbourhood centre lacks 
an inviting feel and is not people friendly. 
Some of the existing buildings are poorly 
maintained and contribute to a negative 
image. The lack of seating also prevents 
the centre being a destination to stop and 
relax at. 
 
All five of the PNCC Urban Design Strategy 
drivers were drawn on in revitalising this 
neighbourhood centre, namely public 
realm, diversity, character, connectivity and 
environmental.  
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Master Plan 

 
The Master Plan has focused on improv-
ing the visual appearance of the area, 
along with improving the safety of the cen-
tre’s users. Enhancing the appeal of the 
West End neighbourhood centre begins 
with removing graffiti, improving lighting 
and creating an interesting public realm. 
The retail complex will become a vibrant 
mixed use space with a variety of activi-
ties. Tables, chairs and benches encour-
age people to sit, eat and relax. A new 
playground will also be constructed within 
the space, and will be fenced to ensure 
safety. Also, interactive equipment such as 
draughts set encourages social interaction 
and community cohesion.  
 
Māori culture is also incorporated within 
the space through traditional carved pou 
(poles) and bilingual signs. This repre-
sents connections of Rangitaane the iwi of 
this area. 
 
In making the centre more pedestrian-
orientated, this redevelopment aimed to 
remove many of the existing car parks. 
Meanwhile, bus stops have newly de-
signed bus shelters to encourage public 
transport use. 
 
All modes of transport will be provided for 
with a new road layout. The traffic lights 
are replaced by a roundabout, while four 
raised pedestrian crossings are used to 
define the centre. Furthermore, red chip 
on the roads symbolises that vehicles are 
entering a neighbourhood centre and a 
slow speed zone. 
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Hokowhitu 

 

Dave Mckevitt 

Finbar Kiddle 

Jessie Donovan 

Margaret Moody 

Rachel Slater 

 

The Hokowhitu neighbourhood centre is 
located on the south-eastern side of Palm-
erston North city. The suburb has signifi-
cance for the iwi, Rangitaane.  
 
Hokowhitu is a low density residential ar-
ea, with a neighbourhood centre located 
within the heart of the suburb. The retail 
block on Albert Street provides a good mix 
of shops and services.  
 
However, the centre is quite and discon-
nected from the surrounding area. The 
centre lacks vibrancy, despite the Ho-
kowhitu community centre being located 
there. This design project sought to en-
hance the neighbourhood centre and its 
surroundings to bring vibrancy back into 
the community hub.  
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Design-Led Analysis 

 

 

 

“The community centre is an important feature and 

adds value”  

“The court yard is not well utilised within the neigh-

bourhood centre” 

   -Local Residents  
 

 

 

Analysis shows that the Hokowhitu neigh-
bourhood centre is heavily dominated by 
vehicles. The surrounding roading network 
receives high traffic flows, most of which is 
through traffic. There is also plenty of 
parking available, with three off-street car 
parks, parallel parking, and angle parking 
on Albert Street and Te Awe Awe Street.  
 
Within the Hokowhitu retail complex on 
Albert Street, there is a mix of good and 
poor shop frontages. Some shops have 
good designs that add to the character of 
the area, while others have dull, boring 
colour schemes and uninviting frontages. 
Although some individual buildings have 
great character, there is no overall coher-
ent design or theme to the shop frontages, 
and the exiting image does not add to the 
pedestrian experience. 
 
There is a grassed courtyard located in 
front of the community centre. However, 
this green space is hidden from the street 
view, with no clearly defined linkages with 
the area. There is a great opportunity to 
enhance this pleasant space into a vibrant 
and enticing destination.    
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Master Plan 
 

 
 
 
 

 The Master Plan aims to make the Hokowhitu 
centre a pedestrian-friendly destination. This 
project converted a car park into a community 
based children's playground and park. This 
creates a more visually attractive and interac-
tive space, while creating a good connection 
between the neighbourhood centre and the 
nearby primary schools. One of the other car 
parks has been repaved with additional plant-
ings and landscaping to make it a more aes-
thetically pleasing area.  Wider foot paths 
have been added to make the space more 
walkable and people friendly. 
 
The plan proposed repainting the dull Four 
Square wall with a mural painted by primary 
school children to add vibrancy and create 
connections with the wider community.  
 
The hidden and underutilised courtyard in 
front of the community centre is transformed 
into a vibrant green space with an added chil-
dren’s play area. The other pathways and 
entrances to the courtyard have also been 
opened-up, strengthening the connection to 
neighbourhood centre. A petanque field has 
also been included, as local residents ex-
plained this was a previous use of the space.  

Because  the Māori history of the Hokowhitu 
area has been lost over time, this project sought 
to reincorporate Rangitaane culture into the 
neighbourhood centre. A Māori entranceway/
carving has been erected outside the Inn res-
taurant. This entranceway connects the path-
way between the community centre court yard 
and playground.  
 
The retailing shops have also been redeveloped 
into a modern and coherent design. Design 
features such as large windows and glass ve-
randas enhance natural lighting and make the 
shop frontages and streetscape more attractive, 
while additions such as native planter boxes, 
public toilets, bbq areas, drinking fountains, 
community vegetable gardens make the centre 
a vibrant mixed use space.  
 
This project has drawn on five of the PNCC 
Urban Design drivers to enhance the Hokowhitu 
Village. Public realm, diversity, environment, 
connectivity and character form the basis of 
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Riverdale 
Andrew Mason 
Claire Baldwin 
Hugh McCullough 
Lisa Orchard 
Luka Dejong 
 

 
Riverdale neighbourhood centre is located 
within the wider suburb of Awapuni, on the 
south-western side of Palmerston North 
city. The centre includes a shopping com-
plex situated on the intersection of Pitama 
Road and College Street. There is a wide 
variety of retail shops and services located 
within the centre. 
 
Riverdale shopping complex consists of 
sixteen stores. There are convenience 
stores such as a takeaways, bakery, pub, 
post shop, dairy, two dollar shop and phar-
macy. There is also a gift store/nail parlour, 
as well as a public library, vet hospital, 
churches and a petrol station/garage.  
 
The current appearance of the retail com-
plex portrays an unattractive and dull im-
age. The colour schemes clash and the 
buildings look dated and run down.  
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Service Area: 5 Minute Walk  

 

Service Area: 10 Minute Walk  

Design-led Analysis 

 
“A picnic area and tables could go outside the Bakery, 

Fish n Chip shop and Dairy” 

             -    Local residents 

 

A detailed survey and systematic observa-
tions of the Riverdale neighbourhood cen-
tre illustrated that the bakery, two dollar 
shop and dairy were the most visited shops 
at the site.  
 
The shopping complex has a large amount 
of parking provided, including angle park-
ing in front of the shops on College Street, 
street parking along both sides of Pitama, 
Road and parking in front of the library and 
pharmacy. Both Pitama Road and College 
Street are wide roads that could accommo-
date better pedestrian footpaths and cycle 
lanes.  
 
There are two pedestrian crossings across 
Pitama Road and College Street that con-
nect the three sides of the neighbourhood 
centre. However, the walkability and safety 
of the pedestrian crossings, notably the 
one located on Pitama Road was a con-
cern, especially for the elderly.  
 
The current retailing space and surround-
ing environment lacks green space, and 
the existing low maintenance gardens do 
not fit with the surrounding environment.  
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Master Plan 

 

The Master Plan aims to create a mem-
orable entrance to the Riverdale centre 
by using river stones and plantings to 
reflect a connection with the nearby 
Manawatu River. 
 
To improve safety, the intersection of 
College Street and Pitama Road is 
transformed into a raised crosswalk that 
simultaneously acts as traffic calming 
speed humps. The use of coloured con-
crete reminds drivers that it is a pedes-
trian area requiring caution. 
 
The centre connectivity is improved by 
public transport and cycling network 
connections. Cycle lanes are also added 
along College Street separated by a 
grass verge on either side to enhance 
the cycling experience. 
 
In relation to the retailing complex, 
shade canopies have been installed at 
the corner of the retail block to encour-
age people to spend time outside, add-
ing to the vibrancy of the centre.  
 
The veranda of the shop frontages is 
now constructed of glass to allow sun-
light to penetrate through to the foot-
path, while creating a more pleasant 
outdoor seating environment for the 
café. 

 

Vegetable gardens, hanging baskets, 
flower beds and planter boxes along the 
footpaths throughout the centre inject 
vibrancy and colour into the space. Larg-
er areas of vegetation also have the 
environmental advantage of improving 
drainage and absorbing runoff during 
wet weather.  
 
Adjacent to the retail complex, an un-
derutilised building has been converted 
into a youth centre and skate park to 
involve the younger generations. A play 
ground is also been included in the 
space in front of the open space next to 
the Church 
 
A variety of seating arrangements and 
rest areas has also been incorporated 
into the space. This seating is multipur-
pose to cater for buses, parents watch-
ing children at the playground, or grab-
bing a bite to eat at the shops. This cre-
ates linger nodes and contributes to 
making the centre into a vibrant destina-
tion. 

. 
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Summerhill 

 

Alana Standish 
Cole Taylor 
Katrina Ellis 
Sheena McGuire 
Susan Rawles 
 
 

The Summerhill neighbourhood centre is 
located on the southern side of Palmerston 
North city. The centre includes a shopping 
centre or retail complex situated on the 
corner of Aokautere Drive and Ruapehu 
Drive. 
 
The Summerhill neighbourhood centre 
consists of eateries, hair/beauty salons, 
health/pharmacies, a supermarket, other 
miscellaneous retail stores, and several 
vacant spaces. The architecture of the 
retailing complex is modern, contemporary, 
and consistent with the surrounding resi-
dential area. 
 
However, regardless of the modern design, 
the site still lacks vibrancy. Concrete domi-
nates the Summerhill neighbourhood cen-
tre, and the roads, footpaths and street 
furniture are grey and dull in colour. 
 
This design project aimed to improve the 
physical environment, and provide a pleas-
ant pedestrian and retail experience.  
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Design-Led Analysis 

 

“Would like to see a medical centre located here” 

       - Local Resident 

 

Analysis shows private vehicle circulation 
within the neighbourhood centre. This fact 
is reflected in the presence of a large num-
ber of roads and parking area. This has 
led the site to be less people and cyclist 
friendly. 
 
Observations and surveys indicate the 
supermarket attracted large number of 
people throughout the day. Shops such as 
the salons, pharmacies and craft shops 
are used during the day while eateries are 
also used in the evening.  
 
Currently there is limited street furniture in 
the immediate site. Best practice urban 
design examples of urban furniture and 
plantings have been investigated to break-
up the vast amount of grey concrete. 
Planter boxes, hanging baskets, sculp-
tures, benches and lighting have been 
used from the best practice case studies in 
Wellington, and other placemaking suc-
cesses to revitalise the Summerhill neigh-
bourhood centre. 
 
The drivers of diversity, connectivity and 
public realm have been drawn on through-
out the project to revitalise the Summerhill 
centre. 
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Master Plan  
 
The Master Plan aims to improve safety, 
connection and vibrancy in the centre. It 
was proposed to reduce speed limit on 
Aokautere Drive to ensure safe circulation. 
A pedestrian crossing and wider footpaths 
enhance the walkability of the site, as well 
as catering for strollers, zimmer frames, 
wheel chairs and mobility scooters. Public 
transport provides opportunities to travel to 
and from the centre and therefore requires 
a new public transport shelter on Ruapehu 
Drive.  
 
Social events have also been incorporated 
into the Summerhill neighbourhood centre. 
A chess set provides an activity for those 
dining or shopping throughout the day, 
facilitating social engagement of both 
young and old.  
 
The centre can also hold event nights. 
Parking spaces are removed and trans-
formed into a stage and courtyard, provid-
ing a venue for entertainment and attract-
ing people to the site. This creates an in-
teractive and stimulating dining experience 
unique in the city. Plantings, gardens, 
trees, sculptures, art and lighting also con-
tribute to the vibrancy of the space, making 
pleasant and exciting place to bring people 
to the area.  
 
Filling the vacant stores is a way to add 
diversity into the centre. A medical centre 
would be a good addition to the centre. A 
medical centre would be highly utilised by 
local residents, and will have links to the 
Vautier Pharmacy. The nearby Summerset 
retirement village would also benefit from 
being within walking distance to a medical 
centre.  
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Milson 
 
 

Ben Courtman 
Catherine Bryant 
Emma Farley 
Michael Beech  
Rochelle Braithwaite 
 
 

The Milson suburb is located on the north-
ern side of Palmerston North city. The 
Milson neighbourhood centre is situated on 
Milson Line, an arterial route, accommo-
dating high volumes of traffic especially at 
peak times. It is also a route connecting 
the nearby town of Feilding with Palmer-
ston North.  
 
The retail complex within the centre con-
sists of an array of shops and services, 
including a bakery, pharmacy, Four 
Square, hairdresser, takeaways, and a 
community centre. The existing situation is 
harsh, and dominated by vehicles. There is 
easy vehicle access and parking arrange-
ments within the centre, but pedestrians 
are marginalised.  
 
Currently, each shop has a unique front-
age. All have different colour schemes, 
signage and character. However, the com-
munity centre has dull, unattractive colour 
scheme, which coupled with a lack of build-
ing maintenance contribute to a negative 
feel.  
 
Some of the greatest challenges of the site 
identified by this group were a lack of vitali-
ty and vibrancy, a lack of coherent design, 
and car dominance. 
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Design-Led Analysis 

 

“The centre could be improved and more functional” 

“Empty shops need to be filled and needs more 

seating and trees” 

     - 

Local Residents 

 

This project drew on the PNCC Urban 
Design Strategy to revitalise the built and 
pedestrian environment of the Milson 
neighbourhood centre. The five drivers of 
public realm, diversity, connectivity, char-
acter and environmental design, were 
used to analyse the Milson community 
hub. 
 
Analysis shows that the Milson neighbour-
hood centre is well connected by road with 
the surrounding area such as the airport, a 
retirement village, the hospital, and Feild-
ing. The detailed survey and observations 
noted vandalised vacant shops, graffiti, old 
fences and worn signage that all contribut-
ed to the negative image of the centre.   
 
People that visited the site went there pre-
dominantly to purchase food, followed by 
activities such as haircuts, picking up med-
ication etc. Generally users surveyed were 
reasonably happy with the centre due to its 
convenient location, however, many 
thought improvements could be made to 
the area. 
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Master Plan 

 

The Master Plan aims to redesign and 
revitalise the Milson neighbourhood centre 
into a sustainable, walkable and functional 
community hub. Reprioritising the space 
as a people friendly pedestrian-orientated 
environment over private vehicles was one 
of the main challenges that this project 
sought to achieve through good urban 
design.   
 
The neighbourhood centre has been con-
verted from a road and car park into a 
pedestrianised open space. Green areas 
have also been incorporated into this new 
public realm. The car park is now relocat-
ed at the rear of the complex, and no long-
er dominates the majority of the space. 
Also, an interestingly designed overhead 
walkway has been created that safely links 
the community centre with the other side 
of McGregor Street.  
 
An outer terminal hub has been construct-
ed to complement the public bus network. 
The retail complex is transformed into a 
coherent design that surrounds and con-
nects to a Māori design inspired courtyard. 
The courtyard shape and buildings follow 
a consistent theme and colour scheme, 
while amenity features such as plants, 
lighting and seating provide a pleasant 
pedestrian and shopping experience. 
 
Redesign of the intersection and traffic-
calming methods are also incorporated 
within the design to ensure pedestrian 
safety and simplify the traffic connections 
surrounding the centre.  
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